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body of their sermons they would teach the people what was permitted and 
what was forbidden. It was inconceivable not to include such halakic material 
within the aggadah, and it was wise to preach on a halakic subject in the 
context of aggadah. 8 For it is through aggadah that people become enamored 
of Torah. When, in the middle of an aggadic sermon, the preacher admonishes 
the congregation with words ofTorah, the message penetrates to the listeners' 
hearts. They accept it, and it remains with them, affecting their future 
behavior. It is about this kind of sermon that the Midrash said [Yalqu{ Mishle 
95 r, discussed earlier in the passage} that people who are gathered to hear 
a sermon make the Holy One king. It was not about the kind of sermon for 
which both the preacher and the congregation bear the preacher's guilt .... 

If R. 1\..qiba said, "I would be surprised if one is able to rebuke," what 
would be said in our generation? And R. Eleazar's statement, "I would be 
surprised if there is in this generation one who accepts rebuke," also applies 
to our own time. Worse than this, in our generation, there is absolutely no 
one who can rebuke, for we see enormous sins being committed publicly by 
the entire people, and no one holds the fort or stands in the breach. For 
example, the prohibition of wine touched by Gentiles is transgressed through-
out this country as if it had become permitted .... 9 Furthermore, we find 
today that if someone comes from afar to rebuke others for behavior scandalous 
in any Jew, behavior that profanes God's Name, the members of the com-
munity say, "Are not all of us holy, are not God and His Torah in our midst? 
We will not heed or accept ethical instruction from another. " 10 This is why 
there is no one who can rebuke and give ethical criticism. 

r r. Ephraim Luntshitz 1 (Late sixteenth-century Poland, Prague) 

G)When I grew older, the most pious implored me, and many others did as 
well, saying "Arise, speak your piece for all to hear in the sacred congrega-
tions of Poland, especially on the day of the annual fair in Lublin, where 

8. Note the endorsement of a mixture of legal and nonlegal material in the same sermon, 
with the edifying and the hortatory complementing each other. 

9· For the controversy over Gentile wine in MaHaRaL's time see the discussion in Sher-
win, Mystical Theology and Social Dissent, pp. 94-102. 

10. The quotation is based on Num. r6:3, where it presents the claim of Korah and his 
band of rebels. For resistance to the rebuke of outsiders, see the selection from Eidlitz, sect. r6, 
below. 

I. On Luntshitz, see Bettan, pp. 273-316; H. H. Ben-Sasson, "Osher we-'Oni be-
Mishnato she! ha-Mokial) R. Ephrayim Ish Luntshitz," Zion 19 (1954):142-66; J::layyim 
Rabinovitz, "Rabbi Shelomoh Efrayim Luntshitz: Ha-Mokial) ba-Sha'ar," Sinai 30 
(1966): 174-84. 
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virtually all the scholars of the land gather with the craftsmen and smiths. " 2 

It was my practice there to speak before kings-for "Who are kings? the 
rabbis" 3-reaching the entire community, including the powerful and dis-
tinguished. I did not turn back for anyone, even though it resulted in my 
being persecuted. I did not hide from the scourge of the masses' prattle. 

Indeed, I was responsible for many becoming my persecutors and enemies. 
It would have been better for me to have refrained from speech, for then I 
would have had some respite from the persecutors and their hordes, the 
tumultuous masses. It is their manner to invent fictions about the preachers 
of rebuke, saying "Remove the beam [from between your eyes}" [B. 1\rak 
I 6b]. 4 Some of them say, "Who set you up as such a model? Are you better 
than the fine people of this region?" Others cast aspersions upon the preacher 
out of envy. All these travails befell me, and I knew full well that I was the 
cause of the people's envious calumnies. Perhaps I should have been more 
concerned with my own reputation, but I set my own will aside before God's 
will. 

b. It should also be ordained in every community that preachers should 
speak on the Sabbath about ethical matters and Torah laws, not about the 
meaning of the rabbinic homilies, for the masses of Jews have no need of 
this. This was the practice of our ancestors: all their sermons were intended 
to inform about the laws of the Torah and ethical matters, in order to awaken 
those asleep in the midst of their lives, so engrossed in their passions that 
they forget their final end. 5 

c. The second quality [of leadership} is found in the phrase who shall go 
out before them (Num. 27:17). This refers to those who rebuke their contem-
poraries in order to lead them away from the transgressions they commit; it 
teaches that the one who rebukes must first go out before them and himself 
depart from that crooked path. It is as the sages said, "Correct yourself, then 
correct others" [B. Sanh I8a}. So Moses said who shall go out before them, 
meaning that he must first remove any iniquity from himself. It is similar 
to the verse, If there be iniquity in your hand, put it far away, and let not 
unrighteousness dwell in your tents (Job I I: I4); rather, first make it depart from 

2. On the Lublin Fair, see Baron, SRH} I6:236, 428. 
3· Cf. B. Git 6n. 
4· Cf. MaHaRaL of Prague, above, at n. 2. 
5· Cf. Maimonides, above, sect. 2c; the motif of awakening those who are asleep in the 

midst of their lives is drawn from Maimonides' discussion of the shofar in Code I, v (Teshubah) 
3 A, with the link between the role of the shofar and that of the preacher established through 
Isa. 58: I (below, sect. I I d). 
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Kli Yakar 

(i1 ,.:\:J) 17.):17 :::m:m ::m:v 17 :nnm n71m 
- You may [want to] refrain from 
helping him, but you must help him 
unload it 
This teaches you that specifically if he [the 
owner of the donkey] wishes to include you 
in the effort, and he wishes to pick up [the 

. :ml'n ::ml' ,'? n'?1m (n ,;l.;:,) 
;"J:!S111 ;,:!Snw 
JlV1' 1? .1'"0? ill"lM O'p;,? 

J"n 1J1;"J ?tn7.) T71'1 17 
1? ':J 17 J1T.1'b :J".1' , 1J7 

donkey] together with you, then you are required to assist him. However, if [the 
"owner of the donkey] sits himself down and says, "Since the obligation rests upon you, you 
must pick up [the animal] by yourself," therefore it says, 17 :Jmm "You may refrain 
from helping him."318 The word 17, him, does not imply 17.)1', with him. You are permitted 

. 318. See Baba Metzia 32a, where this topic is discussed. 
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Kli Yakar 

to refrain from helping him when he does 
not wish to be "with you" [i.e., to assist 
you] in the effort. 
From here [we learn] a response to the few 
poor of our people who impose themselves 
on the public and refuse to do any work, 
even if they have the ability to work or to 
engage in some other activity by which 
they could supply food for their hungry 
family, and they complain if they are not 
given enough to satisfy their needs. This 
[supporting the poor] God does not demand 
unless [the poor person puts in an effort, as 
understood from the verse] 11.):17 J1T:I7!1 J1T:l7, 

,, 711n7 17 'J 1!1W?.J1Vb:J 
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"Unload it with him," and 1(.):17 D'p!1 Dpil, "Pick it up with him." The poor person must do 
everything within his power [to help himself]. If, despite that, he cannot afford [to support 
himself], 319 then every Jew is required to support him, to encourage him, and to give him 
enough to provide what he is lacking - [as the double expression in] 17:):17 J1T:I7!1 J1T:l7, "un-
load it with him" [implies], even one hundred times. 320 

319. This phrase, 11' )'tim N7, "he cannot afford," is found in Vayikra 5:11. 
320. The mishnalz in Baba Metzia 32a says that one is required to unload and load the animal even four 

or five times, based on the double expression :mm :m1. Rambam (Hilchos Sheflchas Dmnim 13:5) 
comments, "Even one hundred times," as the Kli Yakar indicates here, relating it to helping the 
poor person as many times as necessary. 
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SIX PILlARS (1617) 

Ephraim Luntshitz 

Conclusion qf Part L ''The Pillar qf Torah" 

In this exhortation I have seen fit to conclude the "pillar of Torah" by saying 
that in our generation it is quite feeble and hanging over the void. For in all 
the ways of learning there is no wholeness, from the time one comes to the 
age of reasoning until he grows old. For before the lad knows to renounce evil 
and choose [good], he is entrusted to a "melamed" [elementary schoolteacher] 
to teach him scripture. One week he learns a few verses from the Portion 
Bereshit, the next week a few verses from Noa!.z, and so forth. He only teaches 
him the meaning of the words, not the connection of the verses. Even if he 
studies the entire portion with him, he never teaches him the connection of 
ideas. Mterwards he starts to learn Mishnah or Gemara. But he still does not 
know about the principle that God is one, or acceptance of the yoke of His 
reverence and commandment, because he knows nothing about the love of 
the Lord or the fear of the Lord or the commandment of the Lord. What is 
the point of teaching him Mishnah or Gemara? From all that he has learned 
in Scripture, he has derived nothing of substance-it contains no learning of 
Torah, but only learning of language, to speak in the sacred tongue (Hebrew), 
for he will only remember the meaning of the words. But one could study 
the sacred tongue with him without any book at all, in the manner that one 
learns any ordinary language. I am amazed how one can call mere linguistic 
study "the study of Torah." Is this Torah? 

Also, when one teaches the student Gemara, one teaches him tractates of 
which he has no need of knowing, such as Eruvin) Hullin,4 and the like. With 
the passing of time, all is forgotten, and his memory retains nothing of all 
that he learned. One has acquired only the talmudical method, but not the 

4 Eruvin: the study of the fictive legal procedures to amalgamate residential zones for 
the purpose of easing the restrictions of carrying on the Sabbath. Hullin: the detailed 
laws of kashrut, including especially the inspection of the organs of slaughtered animals 
for imperfections. (This was the subject in which Luria and Isserles were engaged at 
the time of their fateful dialogue-see above, pages 24-29 and 223-30.) Both these 
areas of law, though still in practice in traditional Jewish communities, are highly 
technical and properly to be relegated to experts. Their study by ordinary students 
had no practical application but was prized because the difficulty of these subjects 
provided the opportunity to display intellectual brilliance, whether on the part of the 
teacher or the students. 
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knowledge to perform any mitzvah properly, nor any moral instruction of 
which youth is in need. 

The reason for all this is pride, for the father only wants to puff up the 
reputation of his son, so that others should say, "See how this one is tender 
in years but is learning halakhah, or Tosafot, or He knows pilpul, how 
to draw an elephant through the eye of a needle!" When he progresses in 
years, he will get to sit in the circle of the "learned." There the essence of 
study is sharpening the wits, the empty and vain pilpul which they call 
Heavens, be astonished at this!-that an elder rabbi, ensconced in a yeshiva, 
should pervert what is common knowledge to him and to others in order to 
say, "I have a new insight to tell you, and indeed it is the plain sense of the 
Gemara!"-when he knows full well that it is not the plain sense.5 Is there 
such blindness in the world, that he should lie to himself and to others? Is this 
what is commanded, that he should sharpen his wits through falsification, to 
waste his days in vanity and cause his listeners to waste their days similarly? 
It is all to make a glorious name for himself. 

I myself know that there are a few lonely survivors in this generation who 
have as their constant desire to abolish this kind of study, but they have not 
the power to do so, for they are perceived by the mass of the people as devi-
ant ... they are vastly outnumbered by the many rabbis who oppose them in 
the land. The majority think that this pilpul is the essential of Torah. They 
entice them with words until the words of those who cry out and protest are 
annulled and have no weight. In this way the pillar of Torah is completely 
corrupted. 

At the end of this book we shall speak further of the proper order of instruc-
tion; see there. Whoever of you reveres the Lord and listens to the voice of 
His servant, take these words to heart to establish pillars for the Torah, to 
strengthen this pillar on which the whole house of Israel is based, for it is our 
life and the length of our days. 

''Exhortation on the Pillar rif Torah'' 
(from the Conclusion rif Six Pillars) 

We have already said in the previous chapters that all six pillars6 have grown 
feeble. Therefore I have established these pillars by my desire and request 

5 If Ephraim thought back at this point to his sermon on Bereshit in Ciry qf Heroes 
(above, pp. 354--59), he could have found numerous examples of this kind of exag-
gerated reasoning. 

6 The "six pillars" are Torah, worship, deeds of kindness, justice, truth, and peace. 
The enumeration is based on two sayings in Mishnah Avot, in which Rabbi Simeon 
the Righteous and Rabbi Simeon ben Gamaliel each cited three different things on 
which the world rests. Maharal had already adopted the framework of these six major 
principles in his ethical treatise Eternal Paths. Ephraim's Six Pillars emulates Maharal's 
earlier work in form and content. 


